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Abstract: Cloud computing platform is providing opportunity for sharing resources, information’s and services 

among the users of entire world. Existence of huge secret data on the cloud. The security of cloud becomes a 

biggest concern for researcher’s, malicious activities are growing with the growth of user in the cloud. Millions 

of peoples are using cloud for various purpose, that’s why they need more secure and persistent services. In this 

paper we have purposed new security architecture for cloud computing platform. This ensures more secured 

communication system and protect your data from attackers. AES based file encryption system and asynchonous 

key system for exchanging data or information is incorporated into our model. Our proposed structure can be 

applied with main cloud computing features, e. g, SaaS, IaaS, PaaS. We include OTP (one-time password) 

system for user authentication ECC (Elliptic curve cryptography) has been proposed in this model for safe 

communication between client and cloud storage system. Our work primarily deals with the Security system of 

the whole cloud computing platform.  
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I. Introduction 
At the existing world of networking system, one of the most significant and emerging concept for both 

users and developer is cloud computing [1]. Cloud computing is better platform for those who are interrelated 

with the networking environment of the current world. Consequently, Security has become a big challenging 

problem in cloud computing. In the cloud setting resources are shared between all the servers, users and 

individuals. As the outcome data or files kept in the cloud become open to all. Therefore, files or data of an 

individual can be handled by all other cloud users [2,3]. As a result, an intruder can easily access, destroy and 

misuse the original form of data. And also, can interrupt the communication. Besides, cloud service 

provider(CSP) provide distinct type of applications which are of very critical nature. For this it is also much 

vital for the cloud to be secure. [4] Another issue with cloud is that an individual might not have control over the 

place where the data have to be stored. Since a cloud consumer got to utilize the resource allocation and 

planning provided by the cloud service provider. For this it is additionally important to ensure the data or files 

amidst unsecured procedures.  With a specific end goal to tackle this issue we have to apply security in cloud 

computing platform. In our proposed security structure, we have tried to take into security of account breaches 

as much as possible. At present many security algorithms and model are applied within the area of cloud 

computing. But unfortunately, these models have failed to resolve all security threats. [5,6,7] Furthermore for 

various kinds of online business and E-commerce [8] we need to imply high capability security model in cloud 

computing fields. Security models that are produced and presently utilized as a part of the cloud computing 

environment are basically utilized for giving security to a file and not for the entire communication system [9]. 

Additionally, present security models are in some cases utilizing secured channel for communication [10] But 

this is not cost-effective process. Again, it's rare to search out a combined work of main server security, 

transection between them and then on. A few models however endeavor to talk about these, they are completely 

subject to client approach and neglected to utilize machine intelligence for generating key and newer proposed 

model. Some models have worked with reference to hardwire encoding system for secured communication 

system. [11]. It is straightforward to assume however terribly tough to implement. Besides, hardwire encryption 

is useful just for database system, not for other security issues. Again, authenticated user detection is now a day 

very important thing, which is infrequently discussed in that models which is used to ensuring the security in the 

cloud computing 

The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follow: 

In this paper demonstrate a newer security architecture for cloud computing platform. Where files are 

encrypted using cryptographic algorithm AES in which keys are generated randomly by the system. One key is 

generated for only one file. we have used distributed server concepts here for ensuring high security. The 
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proposed model additionally helps to resolve key security problems like intruders, malevolent, hacking etc. of 

cloud computing platform. We used ECC algorithms for Secured communication between the server’s and 

users. 

The rest of paper is structured as follow, section II discuss related works to cloud computing 

architectures and models; In section III we present our proposed cloud computing architecture, Section IV 

describe the execution process of proposed architecture; section V discuss the experimental and graphical result 

of proposed architecture; section VI discuss about the advantages of proposed model and section VII discusses 

on our achievements and future works. 

 

II. Related works 
Various research on cloud computing security have already completed in recent days Different 

researchers are discovered on Identification based mostly cloud computing security model [12]. But only 

detecting authentic user does not all the time obstruct data intruding or data hacking in the database of cloud 

environment. For secure data saving in cloud server Yao’s Garbled circuit has use [13,14]. That is also 

identification based work. The weak point in this system is that it does not working to ensure the security in 

whole cloud computing platform Research regarding guaranteeing security in whole cloud computing 

environments was already figured out in numerous structures and formed. AES based file encryption system is 

employed in a number of these figured out models [15,16]. However, these models keep both the encryption key 

and encrypted file in one database server. A single successful malevolent attack in the server may exposed the 

whole information files to the hacker, which is not attractive. Some other models and architecture are also 

proposed for ensuring security in cloud computing environment [17,18]. while these models build safe 

communication among users and servers, but they don’t encrypt the uploaded data. For best security making 

certain method, the uploaded data must be encrypted so nobody will get access to that data and its location. 

Recently some others precious secured models for cloud computing environment are also researched out 

[19,20]. But, these models also fail to guarantee all conditions of cloud computing security subjects [21]. 

 

III. System Model 
We construct our model using the following security algorithms  

 For secured file encryption we have use AES [22,23,24]. 

 For secured communication we used ECC. 

 We used SHA2 hashing for cover the tables from user 

 For user authentication we used Onetime password(OTP). [29,30] 

 

Currently one of the most significant problem for researchers is become the security in cloud 

computing platform. We have worked about this problem in our research, to find solution associated with 

security. 

We have proposed a security model for cloud computing data storage shown in Figure 1. 

In this model, we can observe that all the User’s need to communicate with the main server, and with 

the help of this System computer users can communicate easily with data bases for uploading or downloading 

their files. The system server helps the user every time. It takes files from the users, and keeps these files in 

different databases, which relates to system server, and retrieve files from the databases to Users whenever 

needed. 

 

 
Figure 1. Proposed Security Model 
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We have worked with ECC for secure communication [25,26]. Usually the request of User’s is 

encrypted while sending to the cloud service provider system. ECC encryption algorithm using the Public key of 

the system for the encryption. Whenever the User request to the system for a file then the system sends it by 

encrypting it via ECC encryption algorithm using User’s public key. The similar procedure is also applied for 

the password requests. While logging in the system later. The user browser will decrypt the file with ECC 

algorithm using user’s private key after received an encrypted file from the system. Same process is also applied 

when system receives an encrypted file from the user it will decrypt it by its private key. The outcome, 

communication between user’s and system become secured. 

In our model we used the OTP (onetime password) for authentication of user [28,29,30]. The main 

purpose of using password is to make ensure the security and confidentiality of user account from malicious 

person. To control this problem, we used onetime password in this model. So whenever enter in the system 

He/she will be provided with a new password for using it in the next log in. Usually this is provided by the 

system itself and the password will be generated randomly. Each time a new password will provide for a user 

and the previous password will be removed from the system. New password will be updated for that user. A 

single password can be used only once time for log in. Password will be sent to that user’s authentic mail 

account. consequently, at that time, a check to determine the user validity is also performed. As the output only, 

authorized users having valid mail account can be able to connect with cloud system. With this System, 

existence of unauthorized user or a user having invalid mail account will be noticed. After SHA2 hashing the 

new generated password is stored in the system [27]. The purpose of using SHA2 hashing is that this method is 

strong. So, it will be complicated for unauthorized or anonymous party to gain password for a selected user even 

if gained access to the system database. After connected with the system user will be able to upload or download 

the file. In the first time when user connected with the system can only upload file. There after users can 

perform both operation upload and download their files from the data storage. When a user uploaded a file the 

system server encrypts the file using AES encryption algorithm [28]. Our proposed model used 256 bits key for 

AES encryption.128 bit or 192 bits can also be used for this purpose. The system server has generated randomly 

256 bits key here. A single key is used only once. That key is used for encrypting and decrypting a file of a user 

for that instance. This key cannot further have used in any instance later. The Key is kept along with the user 

account name in the data base table of the system server. SHA2 hashing hashed the user account name before 

inserting it. This ensure that any unauthorized party cannot recover the key to decrypt a specific file for a 

specific user by simply gaining access and observing the database table of the system server.  

So as the outcome the key for a specific file become hidden and secured. Again, while encrypted file is 

uploaded for storing to the storage server, the user account along with the path of encrypted file is kept and 

preserve in the database table on the storage server. Whenever a user wants to download a previously stored file 

the Login in the system is compulsory for the user. When the user selects the file for downloading, the system 

retrieves the key for the requested file automatically from the main system. Then the system matches user 

account name saved in its database table with that saved in the storage server after hashing it using SHA2 

hashing algorithm. The path of encrypted file from the storage server is found by using the account name of user 

and the hash table input for the requested file. In the proposed model encryption key for specific user is only 

known to the main system server, the path of encrypted file is known only the storage server which is known 

only to the main server. So, for this, the encrypted file and the key is hidden from malicious party. In this 

communication system when a file is sent to the storage server from the main system server it is in fully 

encrypted form. That’s why to provide the security is not compulsory in this communication channel.   

 

 
Figure 2. Proposed Security Model 
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Figure 2 is illustrating the proposed cloud security architecture. Here single user and server represent n user and 

n server. 

 

IV. Expreimental Result 
In the lab we have worked with 70 users and also with their files for studying and prove the proficiency 

of the proposal model. We have tried to find out the result of different implementations which helped us to 

demonstrate our proposed model with better result. Various Condition and situations were observed while 

working and execution of this proposed model. 

 

LAB SETUP: 

Platform: Visual studio 2017(ASP.NET) 

Processor: Intel(R)Core(TM)i3-4010U CPU@1.70GHZ.1.70GHZ 

RAM:4.00GB 

HD:374GB 

Internet:1075kbps 

System Type: 64.bit Operating System, x64-based processor 

Windows edition: Window 8.1 Pro@2013 Micro soft corporation 

Model: Haier Win.8.1PC 

In this environment, the complete model took average of 5 second for executing whole steps. This model is 

sufficiently quick and can be applied to the current cloud computing environments. 

 

V. Case Studies 
Working with the model in the laboratory at various times and with totally different users and their 

individual files, which are not quite the same as each other in size, extension, contents, etc. take various times 

for executing the whole model. Depending on the file size, program execution time varies from in individual to 

individual. Among the 70 users result,10 of them are shown in table III and table IV. 

 

TABLE III EXECUTION TIME FOR UPLOADING FILE OF 10 USERS 
No of 

User 

Size of File Time Required for file Upload 

(Full Process) 

 

No of User 

Size of File Time Required for file        

Upload (Full process) 

1 

 

1 KB 1.2 Sec 6 6 KB 5 Sec 

2 2KB 1.8 Sec 7  7 KB 5.5 Sec 

3 3 KB 2.7 Sec 8  8 KB 6 Sec 

4  4 KB 3.2 Sec 9  9 KB 6.4 Sec 

5 5 KB 4.3 Sec 10  10 KB 7.7 Sec 

 

TABLE IV EXECUTION TIME FOR DOWNLOADING FILE OF 10 USER 
No of User Size of 

File 

Time Required for File 

Download (Full Process) 

 

No of 
User 

Size of File Time Required for file 

Download (Full Process) 

1 1 KB 1 Sec 6  6 KB 4.7 Sec 

2 2 KB 1.5 Sec 7  7 KB 5 Sec 

3 3 KB 2.4 Sec 8  8 KB 5.6 Sec 

4 4 KB 3 Sec 9  9 KB 6 Sec 

5 5 KB 4 Sec 10  10 KB 7.1 Sec 

 

GRAPHICLE RESULT: we have described simulation result with Uploading Phase in Fig .A as shown below, 

while Downloading phase has been illustrate in Fig.B. 

mailto:CPU@1.70GHZ.1.70GHZ
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Fig: A        Time Required for File Upload 

                                   
 

                                               Fig: B         Time Required for Download 
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VI. Advantages of the proposed Model 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 
In this paper we proposed a security architecture for cloud computing system which is consist on AES 

file encryption system and Elliptic cryptosystem for secure communication. Onetime password for user 

authentication and SHA2 algorithm for hiding data. This model ensures security for entire cloud computing 

system. Here, execution time is not subsequently high because implementation of algorithm is done in different 

servers. In our proposed system, an intruder cannot easily get information and upload the files because he needs 

to take control over all the servers, which is quite difficult. The model, though it is developed in a cloud 

environment, individual server’s operation has got priority here. So, decision taking is easy for each server, like 

authenticate user, give access to a file etc. 

In future we want to work with ensuring secure communication system between users and system, user 

to user. We also want to work with encryption algorithms to find out more light and secure encryption system 

for secured file information preserving system. 
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